
Minutes of 
Trader's Inn Beach Club 

Board of Directors Meeting 
 

Date: APRIL 28, 2018 
Time: 9:30am 

 
Present: Tom Farish              President/Director 

                   Lauren Kick             Vice President/Director 
         Kathy Dorazio          Resort Manager 

Patti Barker             Treasurer 
Cheryl Weaver         Secretary 
David Savage          Director 
Mark Jones             Director 
Beth Musser            Director 

                       Absent:  April Wolland          Resort Staff 
  
The meeting was called to order at 9:30AM. There was a quorum present. 
 

Tom Farish led the Pledge of Allegiance and Beth Musser followed with the 
eulogy 
 
Tom Farish-We recently received the minutes from the January 28, 2018  
and the August 17, 2018 meeting Beth Musser made a motion to approve the 
minutes from January 28, 2018 and August 17, 2018 Lauren Kick seconded 
the motion. The motion was passed unanimously.  
 
Tom Farish took the time to thank Kathy Dorazio and Mark Jones for their 
dedication and hard work. 
 
Manager’s Report 

 
Kathy Dorazio- All rooms are ready up to the 4th floor. Cement blocks need 
to be put on the 4 corners of the building, which is why Trader’s is not 
opening the 5th floor yet, but the 5th floor is ready as well. All the damaged 
curtains have been replaced. Patti Barker-did you do the whole unit with the 
curtains. Kathy-no we have a count of the curtains and she will give that to 
Patti. All the rooms now have flat screen televisions. We did keep a few of 
the box televisions just in case. The internet has been corrected and the WIFI 
is working. Evidentially wires had been pulled down that have since then 
been put back up. It has been a hard road back since the hurricanes. Kathy 
thanked her staff for the hard work, dedication and sticking with Trader’s. 



Front desk is completely staffed. Cheryl is full time with Kim, Timmy and 
Ernie working part time until we see who catches on quicker. Housekeeping 
unfortunately, we have lost some staff. Sue, did hire two new people that are 
training, but is still missing 4 people. Maintenance is fully staffed. The 
office upstairs is back to regular hours. Everything that was supposed to be 
done has been. Maintenance fee billing, late fee billing, lock out fees and all 
notifications have been sent out. Trader’s completely finished the audit. 
Everything is on schedule. The resort is back to regular hours. Within the 
next couple of weeks everything should be in full swing, 
 
Mark Jones- Talked to Billy Boswell the day before. The concrete people 
worked until about 1AM to get everything ready for opening. They feel that 
they will be onsite for 2 more weeks. They have to take down the frames and 
then re-work the finishes on that. The balconies need to be re-attached. They 
made sure that the beachside was up and ready. The painters were to start 
Monday with a full crew and they did not. They didn’t show up until 
Thursday with a partial crew and a full crew Friday. They did get quite a bit 
done. Mark did not see a problem with all the workers working 8-5. If the 
painters put forth the effort they should be done in a few days. The painters 
also added a sealer to the first coat. This will also help the hairline cracks. 
The goal is three more weeks of work. All contractors should be done by 
May 19, 2018. They will be putting sod down where the grass has been 
ruined after everything is finished. Billy talked with the cable guys and 
everything should be up and running. Tom Farish asked how long it would 
be until we would need a new paint job. Mark Jones was unsure of the 
answer. Kathy Dorazio believed that it would be every five years. Tom 
stated the question was asked because of the reserve study. Mark noted that 
the cost should not be as high. David Savage asked about the wind break. 
Kathy Dorazio stated that it has been completed and that we are waiting on 
just a small piece of plexy glass to be inserted. Kathy Dorazio stated that an 
owner had reported Trader’s Inn to the state of Florida. Kathy Dorazio sent 
the state all needed information and the case was closed. Patti Barker asked 
how many people were coming in. Kathy stated that there were about 22 
guests. Kathy also, stated that there are still people that owe money that are 
locked out. The front desk did call everyone to notify them that we were 
opening.  
 
April Wolland- Kathy Dorazio handed out April’s report. Maintenance fees 
are down about 5%. Last year we had 55.96% collected and this year 
50.96% collected. Mark Jones said that really is not bad. It is hard to give 



accurate figures with all the people that said that they would pay after we re-
opened. Nothing was sent to collections until May 4, 2018. The collections 
report shows that 113 accounts went to collections. Totaling a balance of 
$90,401.00 owed.  
 
Tom Farish stated that Cheryl Weaver has been withstanding the brunt of the 
phone calls. Tom Farish has also taken on some of the calls for various 
reasons. A lot of the owners have mentioned not being into technology. The 
latest owner complained about not getting their bill in November, but stated 
that she was willing to pay the bill if Trader’s would wave the lockout fee. 
Tom Farish mentioned that this is where practically and principles clash. 
Tom also stated, does Trader’s want to loose an owner over $40? Mark 
Jones asked Kathy what Trader’s would do on a normal year. Kathy stated 
that we would charge the normal late fee and the lock out fee. Tom Farish 
asked if we should give owners the benefit of the doubt with about 50% 
retention of ownership. David Savage asked how long they have owned and 
Kathy said that they have owned for a long time. Tom Farish made a motion 
to either stand by the decision to have everyone pay or wave the fee. David 
Savage motioned to stand by the decision to have everyone pay. Mark Jones 
seconded the motion. The motion was passed unanimously.  
 
Treasurers Report 

 
Patti Barker informed the board that the audit has been done. If nobody has a 
problem with the audit Patti Barker will issue the final. The auditors fixed 
two issues. Traders’ came in about $130,000 under budget. They added 
about $64,000 to bad debt allowance or it would have come closer to 
$200,000 under budget. Patti Barker had gone through what she had 
received from the resort and tried to classify the best she could. Patti has 
asked questions and received answers such as, it is on April’s report. Patti 
would look at April’s report and it would be under something such as 
demolition with no specifics to identify the charge. Patti needs everything 
coded specifically. There are probably things that could be coded over to the 
reserves, but without detail she can not code probably. She has asked Susan 
for all of her invoices so she has accurate information for coding. Look at 
the reserve schedule and let Patti know what trader’s has done. Patti has 
made some notes, but she needs Kathy to add more notes. For the future, 
Patti needs copies of the invoices and clearer definitions of work done for 
allocation. Patti also noted that Susan has only sent her up to March. Right 
now Trader’s Inn is $50,000 over spent and that is through February. That 



includes the insurance money. Patti had not received March and April yet. 
Susan needs to break down the allocation better so that nothing is going into 
a dump code. Patti needs Kathy to go through the report and note what has 
been done so that Patti can take the monies and apply to the correct 
accounts. Patti needs the report done as soon as possible. 
 
(I think a big portion of the above could be summed up to: Patti needs better 
coding from Susan for allocations.) 
 
Old Business 

 
Tom Farish could not find anything at all in the statutes that stated that the 
board could not amend the by-laws. Tom asked the board if they wanted to 
amend the by-laws and change the term of directors in office to 3 years and 
the president to 2 years in office. Patti mentioned changes being made to the 
condo statues and the H.O.A. David Savage mentioned implementing after 
the next election if the board decides to make the changes. Patti and Tom 
stated that if the president was a rogue the board had the right to vote to take 
him out of the president’s seat, but not from the board. Mark Jones stated 
that he didn’t feel that it was worth the effort to make the change. No motion 
was made the suggestion was tabled. 
 
Electronic emailing 

 
Mark Jones suggested that after the board is thru with the discussion process 
and Tom Farish ask for a vote that the board just replies the vote to Tom 
Farish. Patti Barker suggested putting discussion in the subject line. Then 
send the email for the vote.  
 
Recovering defaulted units 

 
Tom Farish sent out a note to show the board where Trader’s is. He verified 
with the numbers with April. March 30m, 2018 we had 684 defaulted units. 
Trader’s has 364 defaulted units that are already legal. If they have state 
issues or if they are bankruptcy we can not touch them. Bankruptcy Trader’s 
can do a deed in lieu of or you can go in for a certain amount of money. It’s 
the probates that we have a problem with because nothing was left in probate 
and no one wants the units. Tom Farish brought up suing the owners that 
owe us so much money. Mark Jones brought up spending money to break 
even. Or is this a time that we should try to work with the owner? Kathy 



Dorazio suggested maybe Trader’s just taking the units back. Mark Jones 
stated that we should consider this option. That way Trader’s could do a 
bulk sale or rent the units out. Mark Jones suggested coming up with a 
program for the owners that are in major default and offering something to 
get the unit back. And them later going after the newer ones. Kathy Dorazio 
stated that we do still ask the owners that can’t use their unit anymore to 
send a letter to the board. Patti Barker stated that Trader’s doesn’t want to do 
that anymore. Trader’s would rather take a personal approach and call the 
owner to offer a take back. Lauren Kick stated that Trader’s stopped doing 
that because we started owning more and more units. Mark asked Patti about 
the financial side. Would it be better for Trader’s to keep the units at bad 
debt or better to try to take them back? Patti Barker stated that Trader’s is so 
reversed with the units; therefore, Trader’s would be better owning the units. 
Also, put a limitation on the take backs, such as, only taking back the higher 
delinquent units. Tom Farish made a motion to authorize the resort to 
become active with Expedia again. Also, to analyze 3 to 5 year old 
delinquent accounts to contact to get a deed back. And anything else they 
can think of to try to get the defaulted units back. The board will come up 
with a friendly letter to send out. All was in favor. 
Patti Barker questioned the reasoning for the executive session and stated 
that they are only for staff and legal issues that the resort could be sued for. 
Patti Barker suggested that anything that was not executive would be added 
to the minutes after.  
 
The meeting was adjourned  
 
 
 


